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Abstract—The evolution dynamics of a software ecosystem
depend on the activity of the developer community contributing
to projects within it. Both social and technical changes affect
an ecosystem’s evolution and the research community has been
investigating the impact of these modifications over the last few
years. Existing studies mainly focus on temporary modifications,
often ignoring the effect of permanent changes on the software
ecosystem. We present an empirical study of the magnitude and
effect of permanent modifications in both the social and technical
parts of a software ecosystem. More precisely, we measure permanent changes with regard to the ecosystem’s projects, contributors
and source code files and present our findings concerning the
effect of these modifications. We study the Ruby ecosystem in
GitHub over a nine-year period by carrying out a socio-technical
analysis of the co-evolution of a large number of base projects and
their forks. This analysis involves both the source code developed
for these projects as well as the developers having contributed
to them. We discuss our findings with respect to the ecosystem
evolution according to three different viewpoints: (1) the base
projects, (2) the forks and (3) the entire ecosystem containing
both the base projects and forks. Our findings show an increased
growth in both the technical and social aspects of the Ruby
ecosystem until early 2014, followed by an increased contributor
and project abandonment rate. We show the effect of permanent
modifications in the ecosystem evolution and provide preliminary
evidence of contributors migrating to other ecosystems when
leaving the Ruby ecosystem.
Index Terms—Ruby; Software Ecosystem; GitHub; Software
Evolution; Socio-Technical Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most open source projects today are no longer developed
in isolation [1], but co-evolve in software ecosystems, thus
shifting the attention of the research community to software
ecosystems [2]. Such ecosystems are defined by Lungu [3] as
collections of software projects that are developed and evolve
together in the same environment. Examples of software
ecosystems include package distributions for programming
languages (e.g., CRAN, CPAN, RubyGems, npm, PyPI) or
operating systems (e.g., Ubuntu, Debian), and mobile app
stores. Software ecosystems differ from individual project
development in the sense that projects in ecosystems can share
source code (e.g., shared libraries) and contributors [4].
A significant part of many popular ecosystems is developed
through GitHub, a portal for distributed versioning allowing

developers to create and fork projects, link these projects via
dependencies, and collaborate through a pull-based development process [5], [6], [7]. Developing software in such a way
is an inherently social activity, involving the interaction, communication and collaboration of multiple contributors to the
same project and across interdependent projects. It is also an
inherently technical activity, involving the creation, generation
and modification of a multitude of software artefacts such as
source code, documentation, tests, metadata, and many more.
The socio-technical evolution dynamics of software ecosystems is an emerging research subject [8], [9], [10], but current
studies mainly focus on temporary changes of the ecosystem.
For example, an analysis of temporary changes will consider
a contributor who becomes temporarily inactive but continues
to contribute later on. In contrast, this paper focuses on
permanent changes in the ecosystem and measures their effect
on the ecosystem’s evolution. For example, a contributor may
decide to leave the ecosystem, abandoning the projects he is
contributing to, and perhaps leading to abandoned files. The
degree of renewal and abandonment may be indicative of
quality problems in projects or in the ecosystem as a whole.
Building further on a preliminary empirical evaluation of the
evolution dynamics of the Ruby on Rails project in GitHub
[11], this paper empirically analyses the socio-technical evolution of the entire Ruby ecosystem in GitHub containing tens of
thousands of projects. The goal is to gain an understanding of
the evolution dynamics of base projects and their forks in this
ecosystem, as well as the long-term effect of modifications in
the social interaction to the ecosystem’s source code artefacts.
Ruby is a popular programming language ecosystem [12], [13]
and most gems use GitHub as a collaborative source code
repository [13]. Thus, we focus on Ruby projects that follow
a pull-based development process [6] with pull requests being
merged to the base projects.
We present our results at two levels of granularity: individual projects composed of a base project and its forks; and the
global ecosystem composed of these individual (often interdependent) projects. For each level, we analyse the permanent
changes of project, developer and source code files activity to
demonstrate the effect of changes in the the ecosystem.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
the actual development effort of each commit, assuming
that deleting code lines requires little effort compared to
C1 We study the permanent modifications of the socioadding or modifying code.
technical network of the Ruby ecosystem in GitHub.
C2 We measure the impact on the ecosystem when contribuWe map each source code activity to its respective contribtors permanently abandon projects.
utor. More precisely, each commit or LOC activity is mapped
C3 We provide preliminary evidence about contributors mi- to both the contributor who performed the changes and to
grating to different ecosystems.
the project. We use Algorithm 1 to map source code files
C4 We illustrate how data in GitHub can be used for socio- to distinct file identities since files can be added, deleted,
technical analyses of software ecosystems.
renamed or moved throughout a project’s evolution. The case
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section of file deletion is omitted from Algorithm 1 since it does not
II presents our research methodology. Sections III-VI present have any effect on the file mapping. According to Algorithm
experimental results and discuss our findings. Section VII 1, if a file is renamed or moved, then the previous name of
cross-validates our results using external data sources and the file is retrieved, and the new file is registered with the
Section VIII discusses the actionable results this work could same identity. Otherwise, if a file in a commit is added or
lead to. Section IX reports the threats to validity of our re- the file was not previously encountered in commits, a new
search. Section X presents related work and finally, Section XI identity is assigned to the file. The status of each file in each
concludes this paper and provides future research directions. commit, i.e., whether the file is added, removed, modified,
renamed or moved, is retrieved using the GitHub API1 . Thus,
II. M ETHOD
file identities are used instead of their names to ensure that
activity in the same file is correctly registered even if the file
Research Questions
Our empirical study investigates the evolution of the Ruby has been renamed or moved.
ecosystem in GitHub. We consider two levels of granular- Algorithm 1 Mapping project source code files to unique ids
ity, namely the global ecosystem and the evolution around
1: procedure F ILE M APPING
individual Ruby projects. Blincoe et al. [1] observed that
2:
commits ← Project commits sorted chronologically
ecosystems in GitHub tend to revolve around central projects
3:
map <String,Integer> ← Mapping of files to ids
having many dependent projects, forming star-like patterns. By
4:
id = 1
analogy, we consider multiple base projects in Ruby, and study
5:
for each commit c ∈ commits do
the co-evolution with their forks. We focus on four research
6:
f iles ← source code files of c
questions:
7:
for each file f ∈ f iles do
RQ1 How does the ecosystem grow over time?
8:
if status(f )== renamed or moved then
RQ2 How do the technical artefacts of the ecosystem evolve?
9:
previous ← Previous name of f
RQ3 How does the ecosystem’s contributor team evolve?
10:
mergeId ← map(previous)
RQ4 How do changes in the contributor team impact the 11:
map ← (f, mergeId)
technical artefacts?
12:
else if status(f )== added or f 6∈ map then
The evolution of the Ruby ecosystem is studied according 13:
map ← (f , id)
to the observed activity in GitHub. The earliest date of commit 14:
id = id + 1
activity is registered on October 2007 and from this date until 15:
end if
September 2016, the dataset is divided into 35 quarters (i.e., 16:
end for
three-month intervals). Since the first and last quarter do not 17:
end for
have any past or future data, respectively, the evolution of the 18: end procedure
Ruby ecosystem is studied for 33 quarter transitions. For each
quarter we register the socio-technical network activity of each
ecosystem “actor” as follows:
Metrics Definitions
• Projects: We record the active base projects and their
For each transition from quarter t− 1 to quarter t during the
active fork projects which have activity in terms of ecosystem evolution, we record the change in activity of each
committed source code, along with the commits of each ecosystem actor (i.e., projects, contributors and source code
project.
files). Projects are considered as having become obsolete if
• Contributors: For each active base or fork project, we
they are inactive in a given quarter (i.e., no commit activity is
identify the individual contributors who authored the recorded) and they remain inactive in all subsequent quarters
commits.
until the end of the observation period. Source code files
• Source code files: For each commit, we record the source
become obsolete if, starting from a given quarter they are
code files that were committed and the lines of code never touched again in any commit of our dataset until the
(LOC) of each commit. We register only the number end of the observation period. Contributors are considered to
of added or modified lines of code, thus ignoring the
1 https://developer.github.com/v3/repos/commits/
deleted code lines. We follow this approach to measure

TABLE I
D EFINITIONS OF CONTRIBUTOR (c), PROJECT (p) AND FILE (f ) METRICS FOR EACH QUARTER t.
ObsoleteP rojects(t)
N ewP rojects(t)
ActiveP rojects(t)
P rojectRenewal(t)
P rojectAbandonment(t)

{p | isActive(p, t − 1) ∧ ∀ i ≥ t, ¬isActive(p, i) }
{p | isActive(p, t) ∧ ∀ i < t, ¬isActive(p, i) }
{p | isActive(p, t) ∧ isActive(p, t − 1)}
| N ewP rojects(t) | / | {p | isActive(p, t)} |
| ObsoleteP rojects(t) | / | {p | isActive(p, t − 1)} |

Leavers(t)
Joiners(t)
Stayers(t)
T eamRenewal(t)
T eamAbandonment(t)

{c | isContr(c, t − 1) ∧ ∀ i ≥ t, ¬isContr(c, i) }
{c | isContr(c, t) ∧ ∀ i < t, ¬isContr(c, i) }
{c | isContr(c, t) ∧ isContr(c, t − 1) }
| Joiners(t) | / | {c | isContr(c, t)} |
| Leavers(t) | / | {c | isContr(c, t − 1)} |

ObsoleteF iles(t)
N ewF iles(t)
ActiveF iles(t)
F ileRenewal(t)
F ileAbandonment(t)

{f | isT ouched(f, t − 1) ∧ ∀ i ≥ t, ¬isT ouched(f, i) }
{f | isT ouched(f, t) ∧ ∀ i < t, ¬isT ouched(f, i) }
{f | isT ouched(f, t) ∧ isT ouched(f, t − 1)}
| N ewF iles(t) | / | {f | isT ouched(f, t)} |
| ObsoleteF iles(t) | / | {f | isT ouched(f, t − 1)} |

be leavers in a given quarter if they have not contributed in
We used the 2016-09-05 SQL dump of the GHTorrent
that quarter or any subsequent quarters until the end of the dataset [5] to obtain data for GitHub projects that are part
observation period. Contributors are considered to be joiners of the Ruby ecosystem. GitHub has been a valuable data
in a given quarter if they have contributed in that quarter but source for ecosystem researchers to mine information stored
not in any preceding quarter.
in GitHub for empirical studies. However, the benefits of
Table I presents the metrics we used for measuring per- using data obtained from GitHub can be undermined when
manent changes concerning the activity of ecosystem actors. researchers do not ensure the validity of the repositories they
The metrics definitions consider a project p, a contributor c, use in their studies. To this end, it is important to include a
a source code file f , and two successive quarters t − 1 and t. pre-processing step to filter out projects that can potentially
The predicate isActive(p, t) is true if and only if there is a introduce noise and degrade the accuracy of research results.
source code commit for project p in quarter t; isContr(c, t)
We present the filtering steps we carried out to select the
is true if and only if contributor c made a source code commit projects of the Ruby ecosystem, in order to limit the perils of
in quarter t; isT ouched(f, t) is true if and only if file f was using GitHub projects that are discussed by Kalliamvakou et
touched through commits in t.
al. [14]. We explain the rationale behind, and benefits of, each
We formally define ObsoleteP rojects(t) as the set of filtering step. In Table II we match each peril of using GitHub
projects that do not have any commit activity from quar- data to the appropriate filter that we have applied to avoid or
ter t onward. N ewP rojects(t) are the projects that have reduce the peril.
commit activity for the first time during quarter t, and Filter 1: Eliminate non-Ruby projects. Projects that do not
ActiveP rojects(t) are those projects that have commit activ- have Ruby as their main programming language are excluded
ity in both quarters t − 1 and t. With respect to the ecosystem from further analysis since we rely on the Ruby ecosystem
contributors, we formally define Leavers(t), Joiners(t) and in GitHub. The main programming language of each project
Stayers(t) as the contributors who did not have any contri- is identified by the language column of the projects table
butions from quarter t onward, had never contributed before t, of GHTorrent. Although the dataset provides a list of all
and contributed in both quarters t and t−1 respectively. Source the languages used in a repository (project_languages table
code file modifications ObsoleteF iles(t), N ewF iles(t) and of GHTorrent), we are interested in the main programming
ActiveF iles(t) are defined as the files that were never touched language of each project.
again, that were never touched before, and that were touched Filter 2: Eliminate projects with scarce commit activity. We
in both quarters t and t − 1, respectively.
excluded projects that are either marked as deleted, or have
For projects, we define P rojectRenewal(t) as the ra- scarce commit activity. To identify such projects, we gathered
tio of new against active projects in quarter t, and each project’s commit activity and eliminated projects with
P rojectAbandonment(t) as the ratio of obsolete projects in less than five commits from our dataset.
quarter t against active projects in quarter t − 1. Renewal and Filter 3: Eliminate isolated projects. We excluded all base
abandonment is defined similarly for teams and files.
projects that did not receive any merge from its forks during
the considered observation period. We applied this filter since
Dataset & Preprocessing
our empirical study focuses on the socio-technical interaction
To facilitate reproducibility of our study, all extracted data and co-evolution between base and fork projects.
we have used is made available in a public dataset on
Filter 4: Eliminate forks without merges to the base project.
https://bitbucket.org/econst/rubyecosystemgithub-saner17.
For each base project, we excluded all forks without any merge

TABLE II
P ERILS OF MINING G IT H UB [14] AND FILTERING STRATEGY
Peril

Filter

A repository is not necessarily a project

Filter 2

Low project activity

Filter 2

Inactive projects

Filter 2, 4

Non software development projects

Filter 6

Personal projects

Filter 3

Few projects use pull requests

Filter 4

GitHub’s API does not expose all data

GitHub is continuously evolving

TABLE III
E COSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Don’t use commits as the
measurement unit, rather
LOC of commit files
Use a recent GitHub dataset

Base
25,611
59,830
780,702
3,871,281
427,918,256

Projects
Contributors
Touched Files
Commits
LOC

3.5

×10

5

5
Base
Forks
Ecosystem

3

Forks
69,008
45,496
235,575
1,141,589
114,782,090

4

×10

Ecosystem
94,619
76,320
815,623
5,012,870
542,700,346

7
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to the base project. Such forks do not involve any interaction
with the base project and are therefore not relevant to the
(a) Commits
(b) Lines of Code (LOC)
current empirical study.
Fig. 1. Evolution of team changes
Filter 5: Eliminate short-lived contributors. Occasional or onetime contributors tend to introduce quite some noise in the
dataset. To eliminate their effect, we excluded all contributors
patch to compute how many lines were modified or added. For
(and their activity) for whom the timespan between the first
our purposes, we assume that the effort to add or modify a
and last observed commit activity was less than three months.
line of code is similar. It suffices to rely on the added field
This filter ensures that TeamRenewal and TeamAbandonment
queried from GitHub to obtain this information, avoiding the
are not overestimated since such contributors join and abandon
processing of git patches.
the ecosystem in consecutive quarters and their contribution
does not reflect the actual workload.
III. RQ1 H OW DOES THE ECOSYSTEM GROW OVER TIME ?
Filter 6: Only consider source code files in commits. Since
Table III presents descriptive statistics of the studied Ruby
our focus is on studying the effort involved in software
ecosystem.
Our observation period starts on 29 October 2007
development activity, we only considered Ruby source code
and
ends
on
3 September 2016, resulting in 35 quarters.
files with the .rb extension.
Throughout
the
paper, all figures and discussions will present
We found the GHTorrent dataset to be incomplete with
the
evolution
in
terms of years to facilitate the interpretation
regard to additional information that is necessary for our
of
our
results.
analyses, i.e., the modifications in the source code artefacts
Our dataset includes the evolution history of 25,611 base
of the studied projects. More precisely, although GHTorrent
projects
and 69,008 forks developed around them, resulting in
provides information about commits (author, committer, date,
94,619
projects.
In total, 76,320 distinct contributors commitcomments, etc), it does not provide a list of the modified files
ted
source
code
for
these projects, of which 78% contributed
nor the patch of each commit. Therefore, we queried GitHub to
to
the
base
projects
and 60% to the forks. 780,702 files were
obtain the commit information for all projects and all commits
touched
in
base
projects,
while 235,575 files were touched in
during the considered observation period. For each commit,
forks,
with
the
total
number
of files touched in the ecosystem
2
we queried the GitHub API and recorded the files touched
corresponding
to
815,623.
Finally,
over 3.8 million commits
in each commit according to the response to each query (in
were
registered
for
these
projects,
the
majority of which (77%)
JSON format). For each file, we registered the filename, file
being
recorded
for
the
base
projects.
Over 542 million lines
status (modified, renamed, removed, added), number of added
of
code
were
added
or
modified
in
these commits for the
and deleted lines, and the patch. As mentioned earlier, we
ecosystem,
79%
of
which
belonged
to
the base projects.
relied on the number of added and modified LOC to measure
Figure
1
presents
the
evolution
of
the
Ruby ecosystem in
developer productivity. It should be noted that modified lines
terms
of
commits
and
lines
of
code.
The
main development
are represented by one added and one deleted line in the
activity
takes
place
in
the
base
projects.
After
August 2011,
information provided by GitHub, meaning that the added field
there
is
a
significant
increase
in
the
development
effort, and
consists of all the new lines and the modified ones. Although
this
increased
effort
continues
until
the
end
of
the
observation
it is possible to extract the exact number of modified lines of
code from patches [15], this requires comparing two versions period. After February 2015, a drop in the number of commits
of the source code. Since our dataset only contains the git is observed in Figure 1(a). This is misleading, since the
patches, this would require a time-consuming analysis of the measurement of LOC in Figure 1(b) shows an increase for this
period of time instead. The observed difference is probably due
2 https://developer.github.com/v3/repos/commits/
to the recommended practice of squashing commits before a
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programming language4: “Will ruby die in the future? We have
some new technologies like Node.js and angular but how ruby
0.6
0.6
can challenge them?" and the consensus from the replies of
the Ruby community is that Ruby will continue to exist in the
0.4
0.4
future but it needs to transform: “From being in technology
0.2
0.2
for a long time I have realized technologies never really
0
0
die they just transform". Furthermore, we gathered anecdotal
evidence about technology migration from Ruby at that period.
(a) Base Projects
(b) Forks
Firstly, there is evidence of projects moving to Node.js due to
Fig. 3. Evolution of Renewal and Abandonment of Ruby projects
performance issues5 6 and companies like Twitter moving to
other technologies to handle increased traffic 7 .
To support this anecdotal evidence, we investigated the
merge. The contribution guidelines of Ruby on Rails3 , one
activity in the Ruby and JavaScript ecosystems for the same
of the largest and most active Ruby projects in GitHub,
timespan by measuring the number of active base projects in
instruct contributors to squash multiple commits into a single
each quarter that are derived by their commit activity. We
one. Hence, in the remainder of this article we will measure
used the GHTorrent dataset to obtain the commit activity
development effort in terms of LOC rather than commits as it
of projects in each programming language for each quarter
provides more reliable values.
without applying any filters to the project selection. The results
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the number of obsolete, are presented in Figure 4. Until 2012 both ecosystems have
new and active base projects and forks in the Ruby ecosystem. comparable growth, whereas from 2012 onward, the JavaScript
After May 2010, both the number of base projects and forks ecosystem in GitHub presents a larger growth compared to the
present a significant increase, while after February 2014 a Ruby ecosystem. A possible explanation is that developers
decrease is observed. In the time period between May 2010 migrate to ecosystems of other technologies like JavaScript,
and February 2014, there is an increased rate of new base since there is evidence that contributors involved in Ruby
projects and low rate of base projects becoming obsolete. In projects are likely to contribute to JavaScript projects and
contrast, forks have similar rate of new and obsolete projects, vice versa [16]. We provide empirical evidence of developer
which can be explained by the fact that their lifecycle is limited migration in the social investigation of the ecosystem in the
compared to the base projects. After February 2014, new base presentation of the results of Section V. Nonetheless, further
projects are observed less often and more base projects become research is required to verify if the evolution dynamics of both
obsolete compared to the previous ecosystem’s history. A drop ecosystems affect one another.
in the number of new and active projects is also observed in
IV. RQ2 H OW DO THE TECHNICAL ARTEFACTS OF THE
the fork projects.
ECOSYSTEM EVOLVE ?
Figure 3 presents the ProjectRenewal and ProjectAbandonment for the base projects and forks of Ruby. 30-40% of
Figure 5 presents the evolution of the Ruby ecosystem with
the base projects in each quarter are new, while abandoned respect to the development and maintenance of source code
projects remain below 10% until February 2014. As expected, files. Considering the growth of the ecosystem until February
the new project rate in forks is over 60% until February 2014, 2014, the increase in the number of actively developed source
while the increased abandonment rate of approximately 40% code files is an expected outcome. According to the results of
on average shows the short longevity of forks.
Figure 5, the bulk of the development activity takes place in
In an effort to explain the observed phenomena after Febru4 http://blade.nagaokaut.ac.jp/cgi-bin/vframe.rb/ruby/rubyary 2014, we gathered anecdotal evidence from developer
talk/411961?411838-412226
blogs and Ruby’s mailing lists. In November 2013, a thread
5 http://ilikekillnerds.com/2015/02/is-ruby-on-rails-dying/
in the Ruby mailing list discusses the survival of Ruby as a
6 http://blog.parse.com/learn/how-we-moved-our-api-from-ruby-to-go-andProjectRenewal
ProjectAbandonment
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saved-our-sanity/
7 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/11/08/twitter_epic_traffic_saved_by_java/

4

4

to fork projects shows a large increase between May 2010
and November 2013, and from February 2014 the number of
8
8
contributors participating in forks suddenly drops. Considering
6
6
that the total number of ecosystem contributors throughout its
evolution is not greatly affected by the fork participation, this
4
4
seems to imply that the majority of these contributors that
2
2
left the forks continue their participation in base projects. We
also observe in Figure 7(c) that the number of Leavers in the
ecosystem is rapidly increasing after November 2012 and at
(a) Base Projects
(b) Forks
the same time, the number of Joiners is decreasing.
Fig. 5. Evolution of Ruby source code files in base projects and forks
Figures 7(d)-(f) show the ecosystem evolution in terms of
TeamRenewal and TeamAbandonment for the base projects,
1
1
forks and the global ecosystem. For all three views, TeamRe0.8
0.8
newal decreases over time, indicating that less people join the
0.6
0.6
ecosystem each quarter with respect to Ruby’s community size
0.4
0.4
in GitHub. More precisely, on average 38% of the ecosystem
development team consists of Joiners each quarter, whereas
0.2
0.2
21% of the team abandons the ecosystem each quarter. Our
0
0
results are in agreement with Foucault et al. [19] who observed
that newcomers do not tend to become stayers.
(a) Base Projects
(b) Forks
Finally, the abandonment rate exceeds the joining rate of the
Fig. 6. Ecosystem of renewal and abandonment of Ruby source code files
ecosystem after February 2014 and the number of active developers is reduced. Combined with our observations concerning
the
ecosystem projects in Section III, this reveals evidence
the base projects, while the technical evolution shows similar
of
a
possible correlation between developer abandonment and
attributes for both views of the ecosystem. For both views,
project
abandonment.
the number of new files is comparable to the number of
To
further
investigate the behavior of contributors abandonobsolete files, indicating the implementation of new functioning
the
Ruby
ecosystem, we measured their activity on GitHub
ality. However, after February 2014, there is a drop in the
projects
with
another main programming language during their
number of new files for the base projects, indicating either the
active
period
in Ruby and after abandoning Ruby. Table IV
contributors’ focus on maintaining existing files or a reduction
summarizes
the
results concerning the top 10 programming
in development effort.
languages
for
activity
of contributors for the period when they
Figures 6 shows the FileRenewal and FileAbandonment for
were
active
in
Ruby
(first and second column of Table IV)
the base projects and forks respectively. For the base projects,
and
when
they
abandoned
Ruby (third and fourth columns of
the average renewal and abandonment correspond to 48%
Table
IV).
and 36% respectively, confirming the ecosystem growth until
Our findings suggest that Ruby contributors worked in
February 2014, where file abandonment starts to exceed file
renewal. For forks, the average FileRenewal and FileAban- parallel on JavaScript, Python and HTML projects on GitHub,
donment corresponds to 61% and 42% respectively. This is and these results are confirmed by the observations in [16].
an expected outcome considering the pull-based development Also, the majority of Ruby contributors that used to contribute
process. Since it is a common practice to add new functionality to JavaScript in parallel to Ruby, continue their activity on
via forks prior to merging it back to the base project so as not JavaScript projects after abandoning the Ruby ecosystem.
We consider these observations as initial evidence of a
to disturb the code in the original branch [17], we expect to see
large values of FileRenewal. With respect to FileAbandonment, correlation between the evolution of the Ruby and JavaScript
larger values are expected since forks are characterized by ecosystems. In future work, we aim to investigate the extent of
a short maintenance time and afterwards become inactive developer migration and the characteristics of their activity in
[18]. We observe increased abandonment from February 2014 both ecosystems. In the context of this work, we conclude that
there is an increasing number of contributors abandoning the
onwards for forks as well.
ecosystem, either by becoming inactive in GitHub or leaving
V. RQ3 H OW DOES THE ECOSYSTEM ’ S CONTRIBUTOR
the Ruby ecosystem and contributing to other ecosystems.
TEAM EVOLVE ?
VI. RQ4 H OW DO CHANGES IN THE CONTRIBUTOR TEAM
The results of the social evolution of the Ruby ecosystem
IMPACT THE TECHNICAL ARTEFACTS ?
are presented in Figure 7. According to Figure 7(a), an increase
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in the number of Joiners and Leavers for base projects is
observed after August 2010. Contributor activity is increasing until February 2014 and a drop is observed after May
2015. According to Figure 7(b), the number of contributors

To measure the impact of Leavers (contributors abandoning
the Ruby ecosystem), we measure their diversity index in
the project-contributor graph of the Ruby ecosystem, inspired
by the work of Posnett et al [20]. Diversity measures are
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Fig. 7. Social evolution of Ruby (for base projects, forks and the global ecosystem)

TABLE IV
M IGRATION OF RUBY ABANDONERS TO OTHER PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE ECOSYSTEMS .
Language
JavaScript
Python
HTML
Java
C
PHP
VimL
C++
CoffeeScript
Go

Active in Ruby
28,322
14,901
12,228
11,379
8,877
8,862
7,013
6,635
5,766
4,885

Language
JavaScript
HTML
Python
Java
C
Go
PHP
VimL
C++
CoffeeScript

Abandoned Ruby
20,198
12,027
10,777
7,233
5,181
4,923
4,845
4,839
4,192
3,328

borrowed from ecology and, when applied to bipartite graphs,
they express the specialization of a given species with respect
to the species in the other level [21]. Project and contributor
diversity can be measured according to Shannon’s entropy or
the Simpson index, while the specialization of a species in one
level relative to the species in the other level is measured by
the relative entropy (a.k.a. Kullback-Liebler divergence) [10],
[20]. By measuring the specialization of Leavers, we assess
the relative risk they cause to the ecosystem (according to
their relative contribution) until they abandoned the ecosystem.
As explained in [21], the specialization of a contributor cj
expressed in terms of relative entropy is defined as:

Sc j =

n
X
wij
i=1

Cj

(log

wij
Pi
− log )
Cj
W

where n is the number of projects and m the number of
contributors in the ecosystem, wij the workload of contributor cP
j to project pi counted in number of lines of code,
Pi = m
j=1 wij the total workload of all contributors to project

Pn
pi , Cj = i=1 wij the total workload of P
contributor
cj on all
n Pm
projects she is contributing to, and W = i=1 j=1 wij the
total ecosystem workload.
We computed the contributor specialization with a time constraint on the project and ecosystem workload. More precisely,
we consider the ecosystem and contributor workload for the
quarters where the contributor was active in the ecosystem, that
is from the quarter of her first contribution until the quarter
before abandoning the ecosystem. The boxplots in Figure 8
present the specialization of Leavers of the Ruby ecosystem
in each quarter for Leavers with Scj > 0. Considering that
the bulk of Leavers have low specialization, we only focus
on contributors with increased specialization, i.e., leavers who
have large contributions to important projects of the ecosystem.
The departure of such people from the ecosystem may present
important risks for the ecosystem’s sustainability. According
to the results of Figure 8, the majority of Leavers of the
Ruby ecosystem do not differ in terms of specialization
throughout its evolution. From August 2010 onward, however,
there are more and more outliers. These represent contributors
with large specialization abandoning the ecosystem, indicating
potential risks for Ruby’s sustainability.
VII. C ROSS - VALIDATION : G IT H UB VS RUBY G EMS
Our empirical results reveal that the evolution of the Ruby
ecosystem in GitHub is faced with a downturn from early 2014.
Considering that we provide a quantitative analysis according
to data gathered from GitHub, we cross-validated our results
using three external data sources. First, we measured the
number of unfiltered active Ruby projects in GitHub to ensure
that our filtering approach did not bias the outcome of this
study. Figure 9(a) displays this data, and reveals a large drop of
Ruby project activity in GitHub from mid-2015. Secondly, we
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The metrics we defined in Section II enable the measurement of permanent changes during an ecosystem’s evolution.
Changes of these metrics throughout the ecosystem’s evolution
may be used to assess risks related to ecosystem’s sustainability. For example, measuring TeamRenewal and TeamAbandonment can assist in identifying social disturbances in the
ecosystem early, by detecting successive drops or increases
respectively. Combined with information about Leavers specialization, the magnitude of these changes could be used
to assess the importance of abandoners of the ecosystem.
We also showed that combining measurements of permanent
social changes with external observations on the ecosystem can
strengthen the confidence of increased risk for loss of sustainability of the ecosystem. More precisely, sustainability loss in
an ecosystem can be detected when large social changes are
accompanied by similar observations of the ProjectRenewal
and ProjectAbandonment measurements in the same periods
of time, showing the effect of social changes on the ecosystem
evolution.
Measuring the amount and effect of socio-technical changes
during ecosystem evolution can assist interested stakeholders
to identify risks and help them to take corrective measures so
as to reduce the negative effect of such disturbances. Core
package maintainers can monitor the evolution within the
developer community and identify problems regarding the attraction of new contributors, as well as their attachment to the
developer community. In particular, the Ruby community can
benefit from our work by identifying suitable Ruby projects for
newcomers in the ecosystem, as well as by assessing the risk
of reduced ecosystem sustainability when highly specialized
contributors abandon the ecosystem.
IX. T HREATS

TO

VALIDITY

A threat to the validity of our work is that we assume
each account in GitHub to correspond to a distinct contributor.
Contributors tend to use multiple accounts across different
measured the number of gem downloads from the RubyGems
repositories (e.g., version control system, bug tracker and
API in order to assess if the results coincide with our obmailing list), but using multiple accounts to commit source
servations in GitHub. We display the results in Figure 9(b)
code in the same GitHub repository is less common. To
for all gems and for the subset of gems that are developed in
eliminate the effect of this threat, we will include an identity
GitHub, and observe a clear drop of gem downloads from latemerging preprocessing step in future work [22].
2014 onward. Finally, we used the RubyGems API to measure
Another threat stems from the fact that we identified Ruby
the number of newly introduced gems in RubyGems, so as to
projects in GitHub based on the main programming language
investigate if the growth dynamics of the ecosystem align with
set by GitHub. GitHub uses the Linguist Library8 to determine
our observations in GitHub. The results are displayed in Figure
the programming language of each file within a project. The
9(c), where a decrease of new gems is observed from 2015
wrong language can be set as a project’s primary language
onward. These external measures therefore cross-validate and
when the primary code is smaller than code files in other
confirm our empirical observations that were based on Ruby
languages9. Indeed, some projects in the GHTorrent dataset
projects in GitHub only.
appear to be written mainly in CSS. This may cause some
Ruby projects on GitHub to be excluded from our dataset, or
VIII. D ISCUSSION
certain primarily non-Ruby projects to be included.
Additional validity threats stem from the usage of a large
We focused on the evolution of Ruby projects in GitHub
GitHub
dataset. Section II lists the multiple filters we applied
due to the popularity of the GitHub platform for software
development and because most Ruby gems use GitHub as a
8 https://github.com/github/linguist
collaborative source code repository [12], [13], enabling us to
9 https://help.github.com/articles/my-repository-is-marked-as-the-wrongstudy the social aspect of the ecosystem.
language/

to eliminate noise resulting from using such datasets. However,
Table II in Section II does not consider some perils that
may bias our results. The first peril concerns activity outside
GitHub, which poses a risk to our approach only in the case of
external development with mirrors in GitHub. Filter 2 limits
the effect of this peril, but cannot guarantee that all development activity of the projects is effectively performed through
GitHub. The second peril is that merges only track successful
code, where multiple commits are squashed together before
being merged to the main repository. We eliminate the effect
of this peril by considering lines of code instead of the number
of commits as an indication of the development effort. The
third peril is that many merged pull requests appear as nonmerged by GitHub, i.e., merges were done using git directly
instead of using GitHub’s pull request facilities, and heuristics
must be considered to determine whether or not a pull request
was merged or not. This peril is not mitigated in our approach
since we rely on the GitHub pull request mechanism, while
it is known that many projects use a combination of GitHub
and git merge strategies [14]. The last peril is that not all
activity comes from registered users. The impact of this threat
to the outcome of our study is limited, since Kalliamvakou
et al. [14] found that 84.4% of commits were performed by
registered users.
Another threat to the validity of our work stems from the
fact that we split our dataset into three-month periods to measure social and technical changes throughout the ecosystem’s
evolution. Although this approach has been previously used in
other evolution studies [9], [10], other time intervals may be
more appropriate. In future work we will determine optimal
intervals using proper statistical analyses.
Finally, the filtering of the initial GitHub dataset can overestimate joiners or abandoners since they can be active in Ruby
projects outside of GitHub. However, the threat of measuring
only the contributor activity in the active part of the Ruby
ecosystem is preferred compared to the noise of including
isolated or inactive projects in our analysis.
X. R ELATED W ORK
Software ecosystems in GitHub have gained the interest of
the research community since different studies focus either
on their identification [1], visualization [23], [24], [25], [26]
and analysis [13], [12], [25], [27], [28], [29]. This section
focuses on related work of three different aspects of software
ecosystem research, i.e., the identification and analysis of
software ecosystems in GitHub, dynamics behind ecosystem
evolution and social aspects of ecosystem evolution.
A. GitHub Ecosystems
Blincoe et al. [1] present the reference coupling method that
detects technical dependencies between software projects to
identify software ecosystems in GitHub-hosted projects. Their
findings show that most ecosystems are centered around one
project and they are interconnected with other ecosystems,
while the predominant type of ecosystems are tools supporting
software development. From a social perspective, they found

that owners’ social behavior aligns with the technical dependencies, but not vice versa. It should be noted that Blincoe
et al. found cross-references between projects in comments
on issues, pull requests and commits that follow specific
patterns (User/Project#Num or User/Project@SHA). The work
of Thung et al. [30] creates a weighted project-project and
developer-developer network of projects and developers in
GitHub. According to their approach, projects have edges
between them if they have at least one common developer
contributing to both projects. However, this method does
not accurately reflect relationships between projects since
technical dependencies are not considered.
B. Dynamics behind Ecosystem Evolution
Rigby et al. [31] quantified the extent of abandoned source
files in one industrial and one open source project. They measure the historical loss distribution of these projects, measured
as Leavers’ expertise, and find that projects are susceptible to
losses that are more than three times larger than the expected
loss. Next, they use historical simulations based on the loss
distribution and discover that projects are susceptible to losses
that are over five times larger than the expected loss. Overall,
they found that, when tight relationships between the author
and the source code exist, it is more difficult to replace the
authors by newcomers since they are less productive and more
prone to making errors.
Wittern et al. [32] analyzed the evolution of the npm ecosystem of JavaScript-based software packages. They found that
npm is a striving ecosystem with accelerating growth of packages and increasing dependencies between them. They also
found that at the same time, the developer community remains
quite active with respect to the maintenance of their packages.
German et al. [33] studied the R ecosystem evolution and
found that a healthy community and well-maintained packages
are essential to the successful evolution of the ecosystem.
Decan et al. [34] also studied the R ecosystem, but they
focused on the use of GitHub for the distribution of R packages
and inter-repository package dependency management. The
authors found an increased rate of R package hosting in
GitHub and exclusively distributing them through GitHub,
where a major concern is the lack of support for dependency
constraints since packages are not systematically monitored by
a continuous integration process like in CRAN.
C. Social Aspects
Social aspects of software ecosystem evolution have also
been studied by the research community. Foucault et al.
[19] studied open source projects to characterize patterns of
turnover and determine the effect of turnover on software
quality. They defined the external and internal turnover, where
in the first case members leave or join the team and in the latter
case members change their role in the team. According to their
findings on five open source systems, external turnover has a
negative impact on the quality of the software. However, in
their study they do not distinguish the core members of the

development team, whereas we eliminate possible threats of
occasional contributors by filtering our dataset.
Aué et al. [35] investigated the relationship between project
growth and social diversity. Project growth is measured in
terms of team, commit, pull request and comment growth,
while diversity reflects the gender and geographical diversity.
After rating over 3,000 projects in a 5-star scale capturing
each project’s success, they found a statistically significant but
minor relation between project success and the two diversity
metrics. Vasilescu et al. [9] presented a dataset of social
diversity attributes of GitHub contributors contributing to
23,493 GitHub projects. In [10], the authors studied gender
and tenure diversity and how they relate to team productivity
and turnover. Their findings show that increased gender and
tenure diversity are associated with greater productivity. They
also found that turnover is positively associated with tenure
diversity. Unlike these studies, we focus on permanent renewal
and abandonment of the ecosystem’s entities to investigate
their long-term effects on the ecosystem evolution.
Social aspects of the Ruby ecosystem in particular have
been studied in recent works. Kabbedijk and Jansen [12]
identified different types of contributors in the Ruby ecosystem: networkers, lone wolfs, and one day flies. Their dataset
was based on gems from RubyGems, while we used data of
Ruby project activity in GitHub. Their findings showed that
developers fulfil different roles in the ecosystem and that most
activity is performed only in a small part of the ecosystem.
Also, they concluded that it is a better practice to motivate
existing developers to work on existing gems, rather than
expanding the ecosystem with new ones. Syed and Jansen [36]
combined social network analysis with a survey to identify
clusters of contributors, and revealed that the RubyGems
ecosystem consists mostly of independent developers. Syeed et
al. [13] empirically studied the relationship between developer
coordination activities and the project dependency structure
in the Ruby ecosystem. They used a dataset with packages
of RubyGems, for which they retrieved their issues from the
respective GitHub repository. They found that socio-technical
congruence exists among developers of the same project, but
decreases at ecosystem level. In contrast to these works, we
focus on the development of Ruby projects, including active
gems, in GitHub and measured the effect of permanent social
modifications to the ecosystem evolution.
Multiple researchers have studied the impact of sociotechnical congruence on software development. Such congruence assumes a technical structure of the software system that
mirrors the social structure of the developer community [37],
[38]. Cataldo et al. [39] observed a positive influence of sociotechnical congruence on developer’s productivity. Syeed et
al. [13] however, found counter-evidence of such congruence
for the Ruby ecosystem. In analogy to the notion of technical debt, Tamburri et al. investigated the notion of social
debt, identifying community smells that may be indicative
of suboptimal organisational structures [40]. Identifying such
community smells in software ecosystems, and relating them
to technical problems, remains an open area of research.

XI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented an empirical study of the sociotechnical evolution of the Ruby ecosystem in GitHub over
a nine-year period. We studied the evolution of nearly 95K
active Ruby projects, consisting of over 25K base projects
and their active forks. These contributions involved more than
76K distinct contributors, totalling over 5 million commits
and representing 542 million lines of added or modified Ruby
source code. We measured permanent changes with regard to
the ecosystem’s projects, contributors and source code files
and presented our findings concerning the effect of these
modifications. We discussed our findings with respect to the
ecosystem evolution according to three different viewpoints:
(1) the base projects, (2) the forks and (3) the entire ecosystem
containing both the base projects and forks.
Our results show increased growth of both the technical
and social aspects of the Ruby ecosystem until early 2014,
where the ecosystem is being abandoned by the development
community. The abandonment of Ruby contributors is clearly
affecting the ecosystem’s evolution considering the downturn
of Ruby projects in GitHub. We provided both anecdotal
evidence and empirical evidence concerning the evolution of
the Ruby ecosystem. In the latter case, we cross-validated our
empirical observations with measurements from both GitHub
and RubyGems. Finally, we provided anecdotal empirical
evidence of contributors migrating to other ecosystems, with
JavaScript, HTML and Python being the most frequent ecosystems to which Ruby developers migrate.
Following the spirit of [41], in future work we will compare
the socio-technical evolution of the Ruby ecosystem to the one
of other programming language ecosystems. We will also study
inter-ecosystem migration of contributors and carry out more
advanced socio-technical analyses [8], such as the presence
of socio-technical debt [40] and the effect this has on the
evolution of the ecosystem.
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